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Heading for the Heavens
Gurbir Singh reflects on India's decision to place
an astronaut in orbit. Coming off the back of
stunning successes, is it driven by a sensible
push to become only the fourth country to put a
person in spa ce- or just a cynical political move?

Letter from the Editor
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it's good news that Ovchinin and
; Hague survived the first Soyuz
launch abort in 35 years of
successful operations and that
flights may be reswming soon. The
reliance on Russian seats for
partner astronauts to get to the
ISS will end in just over a year. lt
would be inappropriate for the
great work the teams have done to
er1d on a sour note.
I am delighted to publish this
month some "required reading"
from Stephen Ashworth looking
ahead to challenges posed by the
colonial and post-colonial periods ·
of human habitation on Mars. See
my Opinion piece for reflections
on how we could learn much from
the Declaration of Independence
in the United States.
More news is coming ol!lt about
the Lunar Gateway and about ti;Je
advantages of such a facility
rather than placing all dispersal
points on the surface- the bottom
of another gravity well!
Finally, I am delighted to publish
an analysis by Gurbir Singh,
whose monumental work on the
history of India's space
programme is out in print,
reflecting on India's plan to pla.ce
a human in orbit. Is this a good
idea; read and discover!
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ISS2- Building the Lnnar Gateway
The Editor reviews current plans for assembling
an orbital base point for future Moon exploration,
and cons iders t he different orbit options. But is
the Gateway a genuinely critical step on the road
to Mars, or merely a mirror of the ISS?

22 Shuttling to the Moon
On the 50th anniversary of Apollo B's historic
journey into lunar orbit, the Edit or surveys the
potential for exploiting lunar resources and
describes Lockheed Martin's proposal for a
landerthat could provide logistics support.

26 A new age of Enlightenment [on Mars?]
Known to BIS members and many others for his
incisive writing, Stephen Ashworth takes a look
at the belief systems on Earth and considers
thei r potential for adoption on Mars. What moral
principles w ill guide the fi rst colonists- and how
might things change as Martian society evolves?
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Behind the news
Poor quality control blamed for Soyuz failure
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Opinion
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ISSReport
9 September- 8 October 201 8

34 Flashback
The flight of Apollo 8, December 1968

36 Satellite Digest
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42 Multi-media
The latest space-related boo ks, games, videos

46 Society news I Diary
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT
The British Interplanetary Society
promotes the exploration and
use of space for the benefit
of humanity, connecting people
to create, educate and inspire,
and advance knowledge in
all aspects of astronautics.
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